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SUMMARY
This paper argues that digital design should be used for everyday engineering, not just for
aspirational projects and iconic buildings. Several case studies are presented to show how
Robert Bird Group (RBG) has applied digital design to automate workflows on everyday
projects. In all cases these projects could not have been delivered as successfully in the
traditional way of working. By presenting these case studies we hope to convince the reader
that digital design should be incorporated into every project as a new way of working.
INTRODUCTION
Many of us will have seen LinkedIn posts flaunting complex structures that have been
conceived using parametric design tools or framing for iconic buildings that has been optimised
using form-finding algorithms. For example, Robert Bird Group (RBG) developed a structural
concept for Lendlease’s Circular Quay project in Sydney using topology optimisation for formfinding, as shown in Figure 1. These aspirational, ‘headline’ type designs can be achieved
using digital design tools; however, there are significant opportunities to use these tools for
everyday engineering.

Figure 1: Topology optimisation was used by RBG in the development of the design
competition concept for Lendlease’s tower at the Circular Quay precinct, Sydney (Foster and
Partners).

Our industry is rapidly moving towards increased digitalisation in what Klaus Schwab calls the
‘fourth industrial revolution’ (Schwab 2017). We need to be aware of the opportunity to utilise
these technologies as a matter of business survival. This paper will explore three areas where
automation and digital design tools could be used:
•
•
•

Automating repetitive workflows for improved consistency.
Automating out of necessity due to large or incomprehensible datasets.
Automating mundane tasks to ease workplace boredom.

Project examples are provided to demonstrate how digital design tools have been developed
to provide tangible benefits.
WHAT IS DIGITAL DESIGN?
Digital design is a broad term that encompasses the overall computer-based design process
from concept development to construction. While using computers in the design process is not
new, the main aim of ‘digital design’ is to automate all or part of the design process using the
range of digital tools and software available. This increases productivity, increases flexibility to
design changes, enables us to process large amounts of data, eases boredom on repetitive
tasks, and reduces errors.
Digital design may use a number of techniques to automate the design process:
•

•

•

•

•

Building information modelling (BIM) needs no introduction. The key aspect of BIM
for digital design is not the 3D modelling feature of BIM, but the data that can be
encoded into the model for use in automating design tasks. In our opinion the utility of
BIM as a database is severely underutilised in the industry. BIM provides a framework
to a ‘single source of truth’ that was not previously possible.
Parametric modelling defines a model by variable parameters rather than fixed
values. It also defines relationships or rules between parameters. In this way the
parameters can be easily changed without rework. Defining a model in this way
provides designs that are highly adaptable to change and enables optimisation of
models.
Optimisation, in its simplest form, is changing the parameters in a model to find the
optimal solution. In practice, this is done using algorithms applied to parametric models
to find the best solution according to a fitness function set by the designer. This fitness
function provides the means on which to judge how optimal the solution is. Microsoft
Excel has optimisation tools in its Solver package, and parametric modelling tools such
as Grasshopper and Dynamo have optimisation modules that can be applied to a wide
variety of problems.
Programming can be either conventional coding using Python or other coding
languages, or visual scripting tools such as Grasshopper or Dynamo. In digital design
we often use programming to provide the ‘glue’ between different software packages
so that they can be integrated into a single, automated, workflow. This enables a ‘single
source of truth’ approach throughout the workflow.
‘Single source of truth’ can be summarised by defining the key design parameters
only once throughout an entire workflow. In a traditional design workflow the architect
would create their own drawings, the engineer would create an analysis model, the
structural draftsperson (and other disciplines) would create their own drawings, and the
contractor would create shop detailing and ‘as built’ documentation. At every step there
is risk of errors and misinterpretation. A ‘single source of truth’ approach attempts to
link the steps so that there can be no such errors.

•

Workflow: In digital design terms, workflow describes the process of design, or the
steps required to complete a design. To automate a design process requires a complete
understanding of the workflow.

CASE STUDIES FOR AUTOMATING REPETITIVE WORKFLOWS
Design tasks that need to be replicated, potentially across multiple sites or projects, offer an
opportunity to condense the tasks into an automated workflow. To do this well requires different
software to work together so that manual inputs are minimised when translating information
from one program to another. Since commercial software is rarely (or poorly) designed to work
well with external data sources, the key to workflow automation lies in ‘glue code’. This is made
up of scripts that work by taking input data and transforming it into a format that can be
understood by the software at the next stage of the workflow. Case studies from Waikeria
Prison and Cross River Rail projects show how this has been done on two recent RBG projects.
CASE STUDY 1: WAIKERIA PRISON DEVELOPMENT
The Waikeria Prison Development is a new high-security prison for 600 prisoners located in
the Waikato region in New Zealand. There are over 30 buildings across the facility. The
buildings are generally low-rise steel framed structures from one to three stories. Many of the
structures have 100-year design life with post-disaster function. Figure 2 shows an aerial view
of the development as at March 2021.

Figure 2. Aerial view of Waikeria Prison Development (Department of Corrections, n.d.).
The ground conditions across the site were challenging due to soft material that was potentially
prone to liquefaction. The scale of the project and the difficult ground conditions required a
thorough exploration of foundation options. To do this, RBG developed a pile concept design
tool in Microsoft Excel that could rapidly check between 32 different pile types, site wide. This
allowed the contractor to quickly identify the most cost-effective solution. Form this process,
the selected foundation solution was a reinforced concrete raft suspended on driven steel tube
(CHS) piles filled with concrete.
At an early stage it was identified that there would likely be numerous changes to pile layouts
as the design progressed for each building. The pile design would need to be able to be
updated quickly and efficiently to determine the impact of any proposed changes to the pile

layouts. Manually adjusting pile locations in the calculation sets across 30 buildings would have
invariably led to mistakes, as well as being tedious and time consuming.
Since a common foundation solution was selected across the site, a foundation design process
could be developed and repeated for all buildings as shown in Figure 3. A 3D Revit model was
prepared for every building to allow co-ordination and preparation of the structural drawings.
There was an opportunity to use Dynamo, an open-source graphical programming plug-in for
Revit, to interface with the 3D models and allow parametric design and automation.

Figure 3. Pile group analysis workflow.
The Dynamo script automatically read the co-ordinates of the piles from the Revit model and
extracted other information (including base shear, centre of mass, pile capacities, geotechnical
data) from a spreadsheet database. Elastic pile group analysis calculations were undertaken
in Dynamo and the inputs, outputs and calculations exported to a calculation template
spreadsheet for documentation.
The Dynamo script automatically labelled the piles in Revit for reference on the pile layout plan
drawings and in the calculation package. Once a compliant pile layout had been found, a
Strand7 analysis file was automatically generated using the Dynamo script from a template file
containing non-linear P-Y curves for the piles. An output from the non-linear Strand7 analysis
is shown in Figure 4. The purpose of the non-linear Strand7 analysis model was to verify the
results of the simpler elastic pile group analysis. The results of the elastic and non-linear
analyses were then printed for inclusion in the calculation package.
Developing an automated workflow using digital design tools for this project allowed the
structural design of the piles to quickly respond to changes to the pile layouts following coordination with the Architect and Services Engineer. The fully developed workflow allowed for
changes to the pile layout to be checked and structural calculations updated for the building
consent documentation within two hours. It also allowed for a single source of truth for the
geometry of the pile layout. There were no separate spreadsheets containing pile set-out coordinates. By using digital design, the designer had confidence that the calculations were
always based on the latest geometric information.

Figure 4. Pile group vector diagram from an automated nonlinear Strand7 model.
A key factor in the development of an automated workflow was an awareness of the digital
tools available and how these might interface with the software being used on the project.
Being able to recognise an opportunity to automate the process, and having the time and
resource to implement it, was key to the success of the foundation design package. We
estimate that the automated approach reduced the engineering time by at least 75% by the
time the foundations were issued for construction.
A side-effect of the automated design process was that it transformed the engineering team’s
attitude to design changes. Whereas a traditional design process reinforces a ‘resistance to
change’ attitude, an automated process created a ‘change tolerant’ attitude which supported
meaningful design iterations in the design development.
CASE STUDY 2: CROSS RIVER RAIL PREDICTED EFFECTS ASSESSMENTS
Cross River Rail (CRR)1 is a $5.4 billion investment by the Queensland Government to deliver
a new 10.2km rail line from Dutton Park to Bowen Hills, which includes 5.9km of twin tunnels
under the Brisbane River and CBD and new underground stations at Boggo Road,
Woolloongabba, Albert and Roma Streets. As part of the project scope, predicted effects
assessments were required to be undertaken for all existing buildings and structures that might
potentially be impacted by the project works. These assessments aim to identify the risk of
damage to structures as a result of settlements from tunnelling and excavation works. The
predicted effects assessments were undertaken based on predicted ground movements due
to the project works provided by the Geotechnical Engineer. The assessments were carried
out following the methodology presented by Mair RJ, Taylor RN and Burland JB (1996). The
methodology proposed in the paper was used, where applicable, to identify buildings and
structures that required further assessment.
A key challenge for the predicted effects assessments was that, as the project was being
undertaken in an inner urban and central business district environment, a large number of
buildings and structures along the route were identified as requiring predicted effects
assessments. The assessment for each building or structure had to be documented and
submitted to the client for approval. In addition, as designs were modified, and further ground
1
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investigation data came to hand, there were changes in predicted ground movements. This
required a very large number of assessments and updates during the design phase of the
project.
It was identified prior to commencing the assessments that there were opportunities to use
digital design tools to automate the assessment processes. There were two key factors
supporting the use of digital design tools:
•

•

The initial stages of the predicted effects assessments are defined by clear rules and
methodologies for undertaking the calculations which are repeated across all buildings
and structures. These rules and calculation methodologies could be codified and
included in an automated workflow.
The ground settlement data provided by the geotechnical engineer was in the format
of a city wide 1m by 1m grid. For each point in the city-wide grid two orthogonal
horizontal settlement values and a vertical settlement value were provided. The data
was provided in Excel spreadsheets covering certain areas of the project with each
spreadsheet containing over 250,000 rows of data. This meant that the real-world
position of buildings and structures could be related to the grid data provided and the
corresponding settlement values determined.

The solution was to develop an automated workflow to determine building footprints and the
corresponding ground settlements from the grid data spreadsheets and automatically populate
this information to calculation spreadsheets for calculation and documentation.
A high-resolution aerial image of Brisbane City was scaled and loaded into a Rhino file. The
scale image was positioned accurately to coincide with the co-ordinate system used for the
grid data. Over the scale image, outlines of buildings and structures were drawn for each
building and structure.

Figure 5. Grasshopper script for automating predicted effects assessments.
From the footprints, the horizontal and vertical settlements at key points, as well as the
dimensions and orientation of the building or structure, were calculated automatically using a
script developed using the visual programming software Grasshopper, which is a plug-in to
Rhino. Figure 5 shows an image of the script that was developed.
The ground settlements and contours were able to be visually checked against the aerial image
in Rhino as shown in Figure 6. The automated settlement contours were used to determine
which buildings and structures required further assessments, which were subsequently
undertaken using relevant methods. This information was exported automatically to a
spreadsheet template to document the calculations.

Figure 6 Visual presentation of ground settlement values and contours in Rhino.
The benefits of an automated workflow were crucial to successfully delivering the predicted
effects assessments. Once the automated workflow had been set-up and verified, an updated
set of predicted effects assessments for all buildings and structures could be generated within
an hour once a new set of ground settlement data had been received.
If this scope had been delivered using more traditional methods, it would have required
significantly more time and would have subjected the engineers to time-consuming, repetitive
work.
CASE STUDIES FOR AUTOMATING OUT OF NECCESITY
The ability for modern software to generate large amounts of data is unprecedented. Referred
to more generally as ‘big data’, these data sets can be analysed to reveal patterns and trends
that can be presented in an understandable way. ‘Automating out of necessity’ encompasses
design tasks that can only be carried out through the use of digital design tools. Case studies
from a hydroelectric project and an in-house BIM quantities dashboard shows how RBG is
using digital tools on large data sets that would be otherwise incomprehensible.
CASE STUDY 3: HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
The project is a large renewable ‘pumped hydro’ energy project involving linking two existing
dams through 27km of tunnels and constructing a new underground power station. The
project cannot be named for confidentiality reasons.
The inclined pressure shaft is subject to reversing pressures resulting from hydrodynamic
actions occurring during the operation of the facility. A fatigue analysis of the tunnel lining was
required as part of the verification of the design concept. This was assessed using the
provisions of the CEB-FIP Model Code 2010.
A rain-flow counting algorithm was used to derive the load spectrum from the stress timehistories. S-N relations were calculated for steel and concrete according to the stress ranges
identified in the load spectrum. For concrete the minimum and maximum stress values for

each cycle are also used to derive the S-N curves. The Palmgren-Miner summation
(Palmgren 1924; Miner 1945) was used to calculate the fatigue damage index for the given
material and chainage along the inclined pressure shaft.
The fatigue assessment of the secondary lining could not have been undertaken accurately
using traditional calculation methods due to the amount of data involved. A single operating
event involved over 10,000 time-history stress data points and there are over 700,000 events
considered during the 150-year design life. In addition, the stress history and ground
properties vary along the length of the tunnel, requiring checks at multiple points along the
tunnel. There are simply not enough rows in an Excel spreadsheet to undertake the
calculations. There is also difficulty in applying rain-flow counting algorithms within Excel.
Given the extensive amount of data required to be processed, and the repetition of the same
calculation millions of times, the best tool available to undertake the fatigue assessment was
determined to be Python, an object orientated programming language that supports 3rd party
modules and packages. Python is well equipped to handle large amounts of data and the
repetition of calculations. A Python script was developed that used an open-source rain-flow
counting algorithm called ‘Rainflow’. This algorithm is based on the ASTM E1049-85 rain-flow
cycle counting algorithm. An excerpt of the Python code developed is shown in Figure 7.
Developing a Python script to undertake the fatigue assessment allowed the input variables to
the calculations to be made parametric. This allowed studies to be easily undertaken to test
the sensitivity of the fatigue assessment to changes in assumed rock stiffnesses, reinforcement
arrangements, concrete strengths, different combinations of operating events and easily
investigate different chainages along the length of the tunnel. These sensitivity studies would
not have been easily undertaken if more traditional methods of analysis had been used. Each
calculation run returned fatigue assessment results within minutes, allowing a wide range of
input variables to be tested and analysed. This allowed the engineer to develop confidence in
the results of the fatigue assessment and to understand how other variables impacted the
design.

Figure 7. Excerpt of Python code.
This analysis approach is often termed a ‘brute force’ method. These methods of analysis are
becoming more common in modern engineering practice due to the ability to automate analysis
processes. The aim is to assess every likely condition and sensitivity, limiting the need for
‘engineering judgment’ or shortcuts, particularly when the risks are high. This cannot be done
effectively using manual processes.
CASE STUDY 4: MATERIAL QUANTITIES
The BIM models that are developed for engineering projects often contain an enormous
amount of data that is unutilised. The challenge is to determine what to do with these data, and
how to process and present these data in an intuitive and visual way. RBG has developed a

database-driven interactive web application that allows Revit models to be visually interrogated
by non-technician staff. The software includes a BIM model viewer which is a lightweight
alternative to using Revit to view models and it can be easily driven by engineers or laypeople.
The software automatically returns BIM quantities from an uploaded Revit model including
element counts (numbers of steel beams and columns, concrete beams and columns, in-situ
and precast concrete walls), steelwork summaries (total steel tonnage, heaviest individual
beams and columns) and concrete summaries (concrete volumes of beams, columns, slabs,
walls and foundations). The information is presented in a dashboard as shown in Figure 8.
This allows users to quickly interrogate and compare designs.
BIM quantities are tracked over time as the Revit model is updated as the design progresses.
The engineer can easily review how material quantities have changed as the design has
progressed. It can help identify changes that were made to the design and the effects they
have on total tonnage or volume.
The software also automatically audits the Revit model for compliance with company standards
and presents the results as a checklist back to the user. This allows a technician to quickly
review whether drawings and models meet company or project standards.

Figure 8. RBG BIM quantities dashboard.
From the BIM quantities, the software is also able to automatically calculate the embodied
carbon in the structure. Similar to the material quantities, the embodied carbon in the structure
can be tracked over time. The engineer can quickly review how the effects of changes to the
design effect the total embodied carbon. It also allows the embodied carbon between different
construction materials and structural systems to be quickly compared. It is envisaged that
digital tools will play a significant role in engineers determining the embodied carbon in their
designs as a low carbon approach becomes more important in project delivery.
CASE STUDIES FOR AUTOMATING MUNDANE TASKS
There is nothing less accurate than a bored engineer. Automating mundane tasks frees an
engineer from the procedural and compliance aspects of the role so that they can focus on the
creative aspects of design and problem solving. Used in the right way, digital design tools can

make it easier for engineers to achieve compliance with quality systems and remove
inconsistencies in repetitive tasks. In this section we present two case studies that show how
the less interesting parts of our job can be done by an automated process more accurately
than if they were done by engineers.
CASE STUDY 5: PARAMETRIC MODELLING AND AUTOMATIC CALCULATIONS FOR
SUPER TEE BRIDGE BEAMS
RBG’s construction engineering division regularly prepares temporary works designs for
super-tee girder bridges. This method of bridge construction, which uses NZTA standard bridge
beams, has become prevalent on projects with bridge spans between 20 and 40 meters. In
order to design temporary support for the girders the weight and centre of mass needs to be
calculated. For large civil projects this may need to be repeated dozens of times, since each
bridge and girder can vary in geometry.
The standardisation of super-tee girder geometry lends itself to parametric modelling, which
can be extended to include automated engineering calculations. RBG developed a script in
Grasshopper that simultaneously draws the girder model in Rhino and presents the weight and
centre of mass. These are updated in real-time as parameters such as length, girder depth, or
flange width are changed within the script.

Figure 9: Parametric modelling using Rhino and Grasshopper to enable automatic
calculations of girder weights and centre of mass.
Figure 9 above shows part of the script where parameters can be changed using drop-down
menus and parameter ‘sliders’ with the model updating automatically. This provides:
•
•
•
•

Visual verification of the girder geometry.
A millimetre accurate model that can be used in drafting.
Key design parameters for the temporary works which are calculated more accurately
than can be done by manual methods or excel spreadsheet.
A single source of truth for both geometry and key design parameters.

This allows design development to be simultaneously faster and more accurate.
CASE STUDY 6: VISUAL VERIFICATION
Visual verification is an important part of the engineering design process. Design tools that can
automatically indicate to the designer whether a certain code requirement is satisfied can

increase the efficiency and accuracy when verifying designs. Two examples of visual
verification tools that utilise the extensive data stored in BIM models are presented.
A script has been prepared using Dynamo to automatically add a colour scale to structural
steel framing a in Revit view. This allows the engineer to instantly inspect where the heaviest
members are located using the weight data for steel framing that is embedded in the BIM
model. Members that are significantly heavier than other members in the view can be easily
identified and investigated. Figure 10 (left) shows an example of a colour gradient applied to
steel beams.
A similar script was also developed using Dynamo for visual verification of the slenderness of
braces in a Concentrically Braced Frame (CBF). This tool checks tension/compression braces
in a CBF system with the slenderness ratio limits provided in Clause 12.12.2.1 of NZS
3404.1:1997, based on the section size of the brace in the BIM model. Braces that do not
satisfy the prescribed limit in the code are automatically coloured red in the Revit view as
shown in Figure 10 (right) so that the members can be easily identified and checked by the
engineer. The engineer can update the size of the brace in Revit and receive real-time
feedback indicating whether the code limits are satisfied.
This example can be extended to a wide range of prescriptive code requirements from various
material standards, allowing the engineer to utilise the data stored in the BIM model to visually
verify structural elements as the design progresses.

Figure 10. Visual verfication of steel beam weights (left) and CBF brace slenderness (right).
CONCLUSION
Our industry is rapidly moving towards increased digitalisation and we need to understand the
implications of this as a matter of business survival. We are surrounded by software that is
increasingly sophisticated, and data that is increasingly complex. For engineers this requires
redefining our role from ‘designers’ to ‘digital designers’ and raising our awareness of digital
tools.
While using computers in the design process is not new, the main aim of ‘digital design’ is to
automate all or part of the design process using the range of digital tools and software
available. This increases productivity, increases flexibility to design changes, enables us to
process large amounts of data, eases boredom on repetitive tasks, and reduces errors.
A side-effect of the automated design process is that it creates a ‘change tolerant’ attitude in
the engineering team which supports meaningful design iterations in the design development.
In addition, automating mundane tasks frees an engineer from the procedural and compliance
aspects of the role so that they can focus on the creative aspects of design and problem
solving.

In this paper we have presented several cases studies that show how RBG has integrated
digital design practices into everyday projects. These projects, while not ‘headliners’, have
greatly benefitted from a digital design approach and demonstrated the value of applying
automation techniques to the design process.
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